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Abstract: Successive failures in power transmission lines can cause cascading failures in the power
grid, which may eventually affect large parts of the power grid and even cause the power grid system
to go down. Collecting and transmitting primary equipment information and issuing load-shedding
action commands in the power grid depend on the power communication network. With the help of
the power communication network, we can better observe the situation of the power grid in real time
and provide a guarantee for the regular working of the power grid. However, the communication
network also has the problem of communication delay causing latency in load-shedding action. On
the premise of preserving the key physical properties and operational characteristics of the power
grid, this paper uses the IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems as examples to establish a direct current (DC)
power flow simulation environment. We establish a communication network model based on the
power grid topology and the corresponding communication channels. For the problem of cascading
failures occurring in the power grid after transmission line failures, a load-shedding strategy using
soft actor-critic (SAC) based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL) was developed to effectively
mitigate cascading failures in the power grid while considering the impact of communication delay.
The corresponding communication delay is obtained by calculating the shortest communication path
using the Dijkstra algorithm. The simulation verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the SAC algo-
rithm to mitigate cascading failures. The trained network can decide on actions and give commands
quickly when a specific initial failure is encountered, reducing the scale of cascading failures.

Keywords: power grid; power communication network; DC power flow model; cascading failures;
DRL; load shedding strategy; SAC

1. Introduction

The power grid is a vital infrastructure for modern society, as almost all activities
depend on electricity. Power grid systems must be robust enough to cope with failures that
occur internally and disruptive events that arise externally. In addition, power commu-
nication network failures and human misoperation may also lead to the propagation of
initial failures [1,2]. This phenomenon of continuous and uncontrolled successive failures
of power grid components is known as cascading failures [3].

An important cause of major blackout accidents in smart grids is cascading failure.
Severe power system cascading failures can lead to the collapse of the entire power net-
work, triggering large-scale power outages and bringing great economic losses to society.
In addition to economic losses, grid disintegration and large blackout accidents will also
affect people’s normal lives and endanger public safety, causing a serious social impact.
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With the continuous development of the power system and the formation of the power
grid, operation of the power grid is getting closer to its limit level. Thus, it is very important
to study and analyze power system cascading failures, and it is also necessary to study
how to mitigate a power grid’s cascading failures when they occur. Mitigating cascading
failures can not only effectively reduce economic losses but also avoid the inconvenience of
large-scale power outages for the people.

The operation of power grid systems is faced with various security threats, and it is
urgent to build a green and resilient power grid system. In recent years, people’s research
on new energy in the power grid has become more and more in-depth. Improving the
power generation efficiency of new energy sources, such as wind and solar energy, is also
one of the research hotspots [4,5].

In 2003, initial failures of transmission lines and generator sets led to massive power
outages in the United States and Canada [6], costing up to USD 30 billion in economic
losses. In 2005, a widespread blackout in the Moscow metropolitan area shut down all
321 substations in the Moscow power grid, paralyzing nearly half of the city’s industrial
production and transportation and causing economic losses of up to USD 1 billion [7]. In
2012, India experienced a massive power outage that disrupted the power supply to nearly
half of the country, affecting a record 600 million people [8].

The above-mentioned large-scale outages were closely related to cascading failures in
the power grid from occurrence to a large-scale spread, which shows that cascading failures
are highly destructive to the power grid. Therefore, it is essential to conduct in-depth
research on cascading failures and how to reduce their scale.

However, it is difficult to model the evolutionary process when cascading failures
occur in a power grid system. The reason for this is that a grid contains many components
and has a complex topology. The factors that cause the state of a grid to change are
numerous and uncertain. In addition, operational characteristics such as the transmission
line load levels in a grid can also affect the cascading state of the grid. With the advent of the
Information Age, the transmission of data and operating instructions in the grid system are
inextricably linked to the power communication network. When the power communication
network fails to transmit information correctly or lags, it also affects cascading failures
in the power grid system. The photovoltaic power generation system constructed in [5]
could reduce sudden connections or cut-off load, improve system stability, and avoid
cascading failures.

Recently, researchers have put great effort into modeling and understanding cascading
failures in power systems. In [9], the authors showed that models based on graph theory
and percolation theory do not accurately capture cascading failures. The reason for this is
that when a transmission line fails, the following failed lines could be anywhere on the grid
and not necessarily on an adjacent line, which is usually a typical assumption in epidemic
models. There is also a discontinuous line failure propagation phenomenon in real-world
power outages.

In 2015, Typhoon Rainbow hit Guangdong’s power grid, and many transmission lines
tripped, preventing electricity transmission from the supply side to the load side [10]. In
this case, the grid operation mode calculated beforehand was no longer feasible, and the
grid dispatcher needed to integrate multiple objectives (guaranteeing a power supply
to important users and ensuring that the power grid is not splitting, minimizing load
shedding and returning to the regular grid structure as soon as possible) to make the
optimal judgment. Veteran dispatchers also tended to rely on their intuition and experience
when conducting operations.

In theory, the grid dispatching problem can be solved by exhaustive enumeration to
obtain the best results, but the vast action space, extremely long decision steps, excessively
complex topology, and various contingencies occurring randomly make the problem size
impossible to be solved by exhaustive enumeration. DRL has significant advantages in
dealing with large spatial nonlinear problems, and a well-trained network can significantly
reduce the decision time.
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DRL combines the feature extraction capability of deep learning (DL) and the deci-
sion making capability of reinforcement learning (RL), and it is an end-to-end decision
control algorithm that is widely used in dynamic decision making and real-time prediction
among other uses [11].

The power communication network allows the collection of real-time information
about the operation and equipment status in the power grid extremely quickly. It can
automatically classify the power data to better transfer the information to the control
center (CC) for further processing. The power communication network can optimize the
power distribution network, make the network architecture more efficient and practical,
and improve the quality of the power supply.

The proper operation of the power grid system depends on information transported via
the power communication network. Interruptions or delays in the power communication
network can impact the grid system’s stable operation. The larger the scale of the power
grid, the more information is required to be transmitted. When the transmission distance
becomes more extensive, the impact of communication delays on the power grid’s operation
and control will become more and more significant.

In this paper, we use data from optimal DC power flow simulations to prevent the
evolution of cascading failures, considering transmission line capacity constraints and
communication delays, and the types of failures studied were mainly transmission line
failures. We use PYPOWER to numerically simulate the IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems. We
propose an SAC based on the DRL algorithm for mitigating cascading failures by load
shedding. The use of a load shedding strategy can reduce the burden on the network,
reduce the power flow in the grid, and try to avoid transmission line overloads. Then,
we use the Dijkstra algorithm for route planning to find the shortest communication path
to send down the load-shedding action and analyze the effect of communication delay
on cascading failures. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details
some research methods for mitigating power grid cascading failures. Section 3 describes
the construction of grid and communication network models and simulation conditions.
Section 4 presents the application of RL in power grid cascading failure mitigation. Section 5
gives simulation examples which prove that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce
the cascading failure scale.

2. Related Works

To clarify the occurrence and propagation mechanism of cascading failures in a power
grid, researchers analyzed and studied different perspectives, such as a complex network
topology and actual network characteristics, to find ways to block and reduce cascading
failures. Depending on the different purposes of the modeling, the research on power
system cascading failures was mainly divided into the following two ideas: (1) models
with complex system theories such as power flow calculation and stability analysis as
the core, including the CASCADE model [12], branching process model [13], and optimal
power flow (OPF) model [14], and (2) abstract modeling of power systems and analysis of
their characteristics, using complex network theories to reveal the relationship between the
topology characteristics and cascading failure evolution, such as the small-world network
model. The main application of this paper is the DC power flow calculation model.

The cascading failure mitigation problem could be viewed as a stochastic dynamic
planning problem with unknown damage risk information. Previous studies have mainly
used mathematical planning or heuristic methods to solve this problem. There are three
main directions of research on cascading failure contingency control problems: (1) safety-
constrained alternating current (AC) optimal power flow (SC-ACOPF) [15]; (2) optimal
control [16]; and (3) traditional machine learning, such as decision trees [17] and classic
RL [18].

In the early phase of power grid cascading failure analysis, most research concentrated
on modeling power grid failure in a single non-interactive environment. In recent years,
cascading failure studies of power grids considering the effect of power communication
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networks have increased. In [19], the authors proposed a two-phase control strategy to
mitigate cascading failures in a power grid by exploiting the interdependence of the power
grid and the communication network.

In [20], Motter and Lai proposed the maximum load (ML) model, which has since
become one of the most widely used models for studying cascading failures in complex
networks. A node in a network fails and is removed from the grid when its load exceeds its
maximum capacity in the ML model. At the same time, the load connected to that failed
node is redistributed by some distribution method.

In [21], Cordova-Garcia proposed a load-shedding cascading control algorithm that
considered the time delay of the power communication network. The authors of [22]
proposed a node state influence matrix to analyze the cascading failures at the beginning of
the development process. In addition, a matrix solution method based on the quadratic
programming optimization model was given. Data-driven RL [23] algorithms also gained
significant interest in the power systems community. A systematic RL framework was
proposed to solve multilevel cascading failure problems, using the concept of “two-player
games” and implementing a co-simulation platform based on DIgSILENT and MATLAB
for RL [24]. The RL method based on DC-OPF was proposed to solve the cascading failure
problem to some extent [25]. In [26], a new method was proposed for power system
vulnerability analysis based on a double Q-learning algorithm to obtain the optimal attack
results under sequential attack conditions, which provided new ideas for future research
about sequential attacks on power systems.

The DRL algorithm was used for short-term voltage control of the system [27] and the
determination of generator set tripping in emergency situations [28]. A deep Q-network
(DQN) optimization framework which combined deep neural networks (DNNs) and RL
was proposed in the single-core networks which considered mixed failure modes [29]. It
provided an effective solution to reduce failure propagation and improve the robustness
of SCNs.

DQN uses a greedy strategy for exploration which tends to overestimate the Q value
and is not conducive to algorithm convergence. The SAC algorithm is a maximum entropy-
based DRL algorithm with a stochastic strategy. Compared with the deep deterministic
policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm, it can increase the randomness of exploration and
the training speed to avoid obtaining local optimal solutions. Moreover, DDPG can only
be applied to a continuous space. Therefore, we adopted the SAC algorithm to mitigate
cascading failures.

In this paper, the SAC algorithm based on the DRL technique is used for emergency
control to mitigate cascading failures when power grid failures occur. Since buses in the
grid are physical entities that cannot be added or removed at will, and most transmission
lines are equipped with automatic protection relay devices, the devices can trip when the
power or temperature exceeds a certain threshold. Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on
line failures rather than bus failures.

3. System Model Construction
3.1. Power Grid Model Construction

We used the IEEE 14 bus system in Figure 1 as an example to introduce the power
grid model construction method. The system consists of N bus nodes, M transmission
lines, K generators, and R loads, which can be represented by an undirected graph. The
bus nodes are represented by a node collection V = {vi, i ∈ Λ}, where Λ = {1, 2, 3, . . . , N}.
In Figure 1, N = 14, and V = {v1, v2, . . . , v14}.

The connectivity of the bus nodes is represented by the adjacency matrix H. If there is
a transmission line between bus vi and bus vj, then H(i, j) = 1; otherwise, H(i, j) = 0. In
the constructed undirected graph, the positive and negative power flow in the transmission
lines represent the direction of power flow, and a single transmission line can flow in either
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the forward or reverse direction. An undirected transmission line can be considered as two
directed transmission lines, and the set of directed transmission lines can be expressed as

Ed =
{

ei,j|H(i, j) = 1, i ∈ Λ, j ∈ Λ
}

. (1)
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Figure 1. IEEE 14 bus system topology diagram.

Actually, ei,j and ej,i represent the same transmission line. To represent the actual
grid structure, only one directed transmission line can be used to represent that physical
transmission line, defining the set of physical transmission lines as follows:

Eu =
{

ei,j|H(i, j) = 1, i < j, i ∈ Λ, j ∈ Λ
}

. (2)

The number of elements in the set is M. In Figure 1, we have

Eu =


e1,2, e1,5, e2,3, e2,4, e2,5, e3,4, e4,5,
e4,7, e4,9, e5,6, e6,11, e6,12, e6,13, e7,8,
e7,9, e9,10, e9,14, e10,11, e12,13, e13,14

. (3)

Thus, the modeling of the grid can be expressed by G = (V , Eu).

3.2. Communication Network Model Construction

We considered the power communication network from the information transmission
layer, setting it to have the same topology as the power grid and to host the control and
measurement agents, with the control agents having actuators that enabled remote control
of power grid actions such as load shedding, circuit breaker tripping, and line disconnection.
Here, we assumed that the power communication network sent appropriate signals to the
grid to remotely control the grid’s load-shedding action based on the DRL load shedding
strategy results.

The power communication network was established with the same topology as the
power grid, and the switch nodes in the power communication network had a one-to-one
correspondence with the bus nodes in the power grid. We assumed that the forwarding
processing delay of the switch nodes in the power communication network was the same,
being fixed at τv. When defining the link length matrix L, if the transmission line and the
fiber optic cable link ei,j ∈ Ed, then the element d

(
ei,j
)

of row i and column j of the matrix
represent the length of the line, and if ei,j /∈ Ed, then the matrix element takes the value
of zero:

L(i, j) =
{

d
(
ei,j
)
, ei,j ∈ Ed

0 , ei,j /∈ Ed
, i, j ∈ Λ (4)

The routing and policy of load-shedding commands were studied under the premise
of modeling the power grid and power communication network. We defined the matrix
ε to represent one of the reachable routes. If ε(i, j) = 1, then the reachable route contains
transmission line ei,j.
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It is required to aggregate the fiber optic links and switch the nodes on a route to
calculate the command transmission delay. According to the definition of route ε, the set of
fiber optic links of this route can be obtained as follows:

Ec = {ei,j|ε(i, j) = 1, i ∈ Λ, j ∈ Λ}. (5)

To represent the set of switch nodes that the route passes, we took the starting nodes
of all the optical links to form a node set {vi|∑N

j=1 ε(i, j) = 1} and then added the target
node to the set. The set of switch nodes can be denoted by

Vε = {vi|∑N
j=1 ε(i, j) = 1} ∪ {d(n)} (6)

where d(n) is the target node.
The control command delivery delay τε for route ε is the sum of the transmission

delay of the fiber optical link and the processing and forwarding delay of the intermediate
nodes. The intermediate nodes of the route are the nodes after removing the start and target
nodes from the switch nodes through which the route passes. The number of switch nodes
passing through the route is |Vε|, the number of intermediate nodes is |Vε| − 2, and the
processing and forwarding delay of all intermediate nodes is

τ1 = (|Vε| − 2)τv. (7)

From the link length matrix and the set of control command distribution route links,
the control command distribution route length is

Le = ∑ l(ei,j), ei,j ∈ Ec. (8)

Then, the propagation delay of the control command data in the transmission line is

τ2 =
1

c/nr
Le (9)

where c/nr is the control command transmission speed, c is the speed of light, and nr is the
refractive index of the fiber optic cable. The control command delivery delay τε is τ1 + τ2.

Let the information collection delay be τ3, which is the maximum value of the de-
lay when the CC collects all the instantaneous data of the network and the same as the
command transmission delay of the farthest node from the CC:

τ3 = (τ1 + τ2)max. (10)

The delay in generating and issuing load-shedding control commands from the CC
is τ4.

Therefore, the total delay for the control command to be generated and take effect is

τ = τ1 + τ2 + τ3 + τ4. (11)

This time delay is the power communication delay. The Dijkstra algorithm [30] is used
to calculate the shortest route between the control node and the action application node as
well as the longest way to collect the node data.

3.3. Constraints

The upper limit of the transmission line capacity with a head node i and tail node j is

CLij = (1 + β)Cij (12)

where Cij is the initial power flow of the transmission line with a head node i and tail
node j. Here, β denotes the safety margin of the line. The safety margin in the actual
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power grid is generally not large for economic reasons, and thus β = 0.5 is used in the
subsequent simulations.

3.3.1. DC Power Flow Constraint

The matrix representation of the DC power flow model is as follows:

P = Bϕ (13)

where B is the nodal admittance matrix. In the DC model, the power flow fij depends on
the reactance xij and the voltage angle ϕ (i.e., ϕi − ϕj = xij fij). The Pi in the active power
vector P = [P1, . . . , Pi, . . . , PN ]

T corresponds to ∑ j∈V(i) fij = Pi, ∀i, j ∈ V , and (i, j) ∈ Ed,
V(i), which is the set of neighborhoods of node i.

3.3.2. Basic Kirchhoff’s Law and Ohm’s Law Constraints

The matrix representation of the constraints are as follows:

Xf = g
f = WXTϕ

(14)

where f represents the power flow in the transmission line, the connection matrix
X = [x1, x2, x3, . . . , xM] is an N-row and M-column matrix, the mth (m = [1, 2, . . . , M])
column vector xm corresponds to the transmission line m, and the +1 and −1 in xm denote
the head and tail nodes of the transmission line, respectively. The values on the remaining
nodes are zero, while g is the supply and demand vector. The node is connected to the
generator if gi > 0. The node is connected to the load if gi < 0. If gi = 0, then the node is
connected to neither the generator nor the load. The diagonal element in W denotes the
magnetization or weight of the corresponding line [31].

3.3.3. Supply and Demand Balance Constraint

The power generated by the generator is balanced with the energy consumed by
the load.

1Tp = 0. (15)

3.4. Cascading Failure Evolution Process

Removing a transmission line changes the network’s topology. When a transmission
line fails, the network begins a series of cascading iterations. First, subnet detection is
performed to determine whether the subnet contains generator nodes, and if there are no
generator nodes, then all unserviced nodes are removed. The power flow distribution is
calculated for the subnet containing generator nodes. The nodes and transmission lines
that exceed their capacity will be removed. The process is repeated until all surviving
nodes and transmission lines work stably, at which point the cascading failure process is
completed. Figure 2 shows the power grid cascading failures occurrence flow chart.
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Figure 2. Network cascade failures occurrence flow chart.

3.5. Simulation Tool PYPOWER

The power system analysis toolkit PYPOWER can be understood as a Python version
of MATPOWER, with similar functions to MATPOWER.

MATPOWER is an open-source Matlab-based power system simulation package
widely used for research and education on AC and DC currents and OPF simulation. Many
sample power flow and OPF cases are included, ranging from trivial four-bus examples to
real-life cases with several thousand buses.

The simulation data mainly include the baseMVA, bus, branch, gen, and gencost,
where baseMVA is a scalar and the rest are matrices. The simulations in this paper mainly
used the general power flow calculation function in PYPOWER and especially considered
the DC power flow. The primary data of interest for the simulation included the active part
of the bus and branch matrices, and the partial structures of the two matrices are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Partial parameters of bus matrix.

Bus_i Type Pd Qd Gs Bs Area Vm Va baseKV

1 1 97.6 44.2 0 0 1 1.0364 −13.537 311

From left to right, the parameters in Table 1 indicate the bus number, bus type, the ac-
tive power of the bus injected load, reactive power of the bus injected load, bus parallel
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conductance, bus parallel conductance, grid section number, the initial amplitude of the
bus voltage, the initial phase angle of the bus voltage, and the reference voltage of the bus.

The parameters in Table 2 from left to right indicate the branch starting node number,
branch ending node number, branch resistance, branch reactance, branch electric power,
branch long-term allowable power, branch short-term allowable power, branch emergency
allowable power, branch variation ratio, branch phase angle, and branch operating state.

Table 2. Partial parameters of branch matrix.

fbus tbus r x b rateA rateB rateC ratio angle status

1 2 0.3 0.4 0.6 60 60 60 0 0 1

4. Deep Reinforcement Learning

RL can interact with the environment and learn specific knowledge so that it can solve
related problems. Interacting with the environment is similar to the evolution process in
a power grid system. To apply RL to a practical power grid problem, it is first necessary
to map the physical quantities of the power grid to the components of the RL framework
(i.e., the agent, state, action, reward, policy, and Q-function).

For cascading failure problems in practical power grid systems, the state space and
action space can become massive due to many bus nodes in the power grid system, and the
traditional RL represented by Q-learning is no longer applicable. DNNs have obvious
advantages in dealing with nonlinear large space problems. Therefore, DNNs are used to
approximate the policy function and Q-function, which are combined with RL as DRL.

4.1. The Structure of RL

1. Agent: This is used to transmit data information and intervention operations in the
power grid.

2. State st: This represents the observation value at time step t in the power grid environ-
ment. It includes the generator’s active power Pg, load active power Pd, and voltage
Vd, line state o, and power flow f.

3. Action at: This denotes the output value at time step t according to the state st and
the policy network π. In our simulation environment, the action reduced the power
value of the load. The reduction value was 20% of the initial power [32].

4. Policy π: This represents the probability that the agent takes action at in state st.
5. Reward rt: The reward rt is used as a performance metric to evaluate how good the

action at is in the given state st.
6. Q-function: This indicates the expected return of taking action at under state st.

During the interaction with the power grid environment, the agent searches for an
ideal policy that maximizes the long-term cumulative discount reward. The state-action
Q-function describes the expectation of the cumulative discount reward and is expressed as
follows:

Qπ(st, at) = Eπ [
∞

∑
τ=0

γτrt+τ+1 | st, at] (16)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] denotes the discount factor.
We used an actor network µ(θπ | s) to approximate the policy function and a critic

network Q(θQ | s, a) to approximate the state-action Q-function. The actor network is
represented by µ(θπ | s), with the state s as the input and action a as the output. The action
a is the input to the critic network Q(θQ | s, a) along with the state s, and the output is
the Q value of the state-action pair, while θQ and θπ denote the critic network and actor
network parameters.
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4.2. SAC

Since the load-shedding action in the power grid system is discrete, we adopted the
maximum entropy-based SAC [33,34] method to settle the cascading failure problems. In
contrast to the deterministic policy, the entropy of the accumulative reward and the strategy
is maximized, instead of simply maximizing the cumulative discount reward. The desired
actor network is defined as follows:

µ(θπ∗ | st) = arg max
µ

Eµ[
∞

∑
τ=0

γτ(rt+τ+1 + αH(µ(θπ | st)))] (17)

where α is a coefficient that controls the importance of entropy and H(µ(θπ | st)) is the
entropy of the actor network µ(θπ | st), denoted by

H(µ(θπ | s)) = Eµ[− log(µ(θπ | s))]. (18)

In the SAC algorithm, the Q-function is rewritten as

Q(θQ | s, a) = Eµ[
∞

∑
τ=0

γτ(rt+τ+1 + αH(µ(θπ | st)))]. (19)

The SAC algorithm consists of five networks: an actor network µ(θπ | s), two critic
networks Q(θQ

1 | s, a) and Q(θQ
2 | s, a), and two target critic networks Q(θQ

1,target | s, a) and

Q(θQ
2,target | s, a). In the learning process, the smaller value of the two critic networks is

used as the Q value in each step of the SAC algorithm to avoid overestimating the value.
Each neural network contains a four-layer network structure (i.e., an input layer, two fully
connected layers, and an output layer).

At time step t, the action at is obtained from the actor network. Based on the state st,
the corresponding reward rt is calculated, and then the state is updated to st+1, while the
quaternion data (st, at, rt, st+1) are stored in an experience replay buffer Rb of a size D. Due
to the time delay of the power communication network, the state st and load-shedding
action at are not available and effective in real time. According to the action at selected
by the CC in the power communication network, the corresponding time delay τat is
calculated. The action at will take effect only after τat time has elapsed. The number of
delay steps Tat

RL in RL is expressed as follows:

Tat
RL =

⌊
τat

τRL

⌋
(20)

where b·c is rounded down and τRL is the time delay corresponding to each time step.
Figure 3 depicts the mechanism by which the actions take effect during training.

When the data in the experience replay buffer is full, the newly deposited quaternion
data replaces the initial quaternion data. At each time step t, the quaternion data of size B
are randomly selected for a network update. The target critic network is used to compute

yI t
i
= rI t

i
+ γ(min

j=1,2
Q(θQ

j,target|sI t
i +1, aI t

i +1)− αH(µ(θπ | sI t
i
))). (21)

The loss functions of the two critic networks are represented by

LFt(θ
Q
j ) =

1
B ∑B

i=1 (yI t
i
−Q(θQ

j |sI t
i
, aI t

i
))

2
, j = 1, 2. (22)

The loss function of the actor network is expressed as follows:

Jt(θ
π) =

1
B ∑B

i=1(α log µ(θπ | sI t
i
, a
′

I t
i
)−min

j=1,2
Q(θQ

j | sI t
i
, a
′

I t
i
)) (23)
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where a
′

I t
i

indicates the state sI t
i

of the reparameterized sampling action. The loss function

of the coefficient α of entropy is expressed as follows:

Jt(α) = −
1
B ∑B

i=1 α(log µ(θπ | sI t
i
) +H′) (24)

whereH′ is defined as the objective entropy. Gradients are used to update the two critic
networks, actor network, and α:

θQ
j ← θQ

j − lQ∇θQ
j

Lt(θ
Q
j ), j = 1, 2 (25)

θπ ← θπ − lπ∇θπ J(θπ) (26)

α← α− lα∇αJ (α) (27)

where lQ, lπ , and lα denote the learning rates of the corresponding network parameters
and take on a value between 0 and 1. The two target critic networks are updated by a soft
update:

θQ
j,target ← ηθQ

j − (1− η)θQ
j,target, j = 1, 2 (28)

where η denotes the learning rate of the target critic networks.

Time counter RL
 1a

RL
T

Time counter RL
 1 1

a

RL
T −

Real time

Time counter RL


2a

RL
T

RL
+ Initial time

Initial time RL
2+ 

Initial time
RL
t+

One-step consumption 

time in RL

The number of delay 

steps for action 1
a

The action      takes effect 

when                  is 0.

1[ , , ]i t=

1 1
a

RL
T t− + ia

RL
T t i− + ta

RL
T

i
a

ia

RL
T t i− +

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the actions taking effect at step t.

The structure of the SAC algorithm is shown in Figure 4, and the algorithm details of
SAC are shown in Algorithm 1. At each episode, the interaction process between the SAC
algorithm and the power grid environment is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. The structure of the SAC algorithm.

Algorithm 1 SAC algorithm.

Input: Pg, Pd, Vd, o, f, lπ , lQ, lα, η, D and B.
Output: The load-shedding action for mitigating power grid cascading failures.
Initialize: Get the initial topology and data information in the power grid, set the initial
failures, initialize the neural network parameters θQ

j , θQ
j,t arg et, θπ , j = 1, 2, and initialize

the experience replay buffer Rb.
for episode = 1, 2, . . . , U do

Initialize the power grid environment and get state s1.
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do

Obtain action at = µ(θπ | st) based state st.
Calculate the action at time delay τat , and action
at takes effect depending on the time delay τat ,
calculate reward rt and obtain new state st+1.
Place quaternion {st, at, rt, st+1} into Rb.
Random sample minibatch of size B from Rb.
Update two critic train networks with (21) (22) (25).
Update the actor network with (23) (26).
Update the coefficient α of entropy with (24) (27).
Update the target networks according to (28).

end for
end for

First, we obtained the data information of the power grid system in which the transmis-
sion line failure occurred, from which we found the state st, including the active generator
power Pg, active load power Pd, load voltage Vd, line state o, and power flow f. According
to the state st, the action at was obtained from the actor network, and the load-shedding
action was performed at the corresponding load according to the power communication
network delay. Then, the active load power Pd was updated, and the updated data were
sent to PYPOWER to simulate the evolution of the grid. The power flow was obtained after
the evolution finished, and we updated the line state according to Equation (29).
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Figure 5. The interaction process between the SAC algorithm and the power grid environment in
an episode.

oi,j =

{
0 if fi,j > Ci,j

1 else
(29)

where fi,j indicates the power flow of the transmission line ei,j and oi,j denotes the state
of the transmission line ei,j, where a one indicates a connected one and a zero indicates a
disconnected one. The system becomes stable if no new overloaded line appears in the
grid. Then, the interaction process of the current episode with the power grid environment
ends, and a new interaction process of the next episode starts. If there are still overloaded
lines, then the iterative process continues until the power grid reaches a stable state or the
maximum number of iterative steps T.

5. Numerical Results and Evaluations

We used the IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems as simulation cases. This consisted of N = 14
bus nodes, M = 20 transmission lines, K = 5 generators, and R = 11 loads in the IEEE
14 bus system. We assumed that the distance of all transmission lines was 20 km and the
communication CC was located at bus node 6. Choosing node 6 as the CC was a result of
random selection. Selecting other nodes was feasible. This would change the transmission
delay, and the simulation effect would differ. The node processing forwarding delay τv
was 0.022 ms. Table 3 describes the total time delay of the load-shedding action on each
load when the CC was at nodes 6 and 10. The IEEE 30 bus system environment is not
further described.

All layers in the actor network and the fully connected layer in the critic networks
used the ReLU activation function, and the softmax function was used in the output layers
of the critic networks. The optimizers of all networks were Adam, and the two fully
connected layers of all networks contained 256 and 64 neurons. The GPU and CPU in
our computer used for the simulations were an RTX3050Ti and i5-11400H. The specific
simulation parameters are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Total delay of each load number (LN) when the CC is at different nodes.

CC

Delay/ms LN
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Node 6 0.712 0.809 0.831 0.712 0.593 0.593 0.831 0.949 0.831 0.712 0.593

Node 10 0.949 0.831 0.831 0.712 0.831 0.712 0.712 0.831 0.593 0.593 0.593

Table 4. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

U 1200 Soft update learning rate η 0.001

T 100 α learning rate lα 0.001

Batch size B 32 Discount factor 0.96

Experience replay buffer D 10,000 Fiber refractive index nr 1.45

Actor network learning rate lπ 0.001 Critic network learning rate lQ 0.001

For the rewards in the simulation process, we defined the following sub-rewards:
load-shedding sub-reward r1, line disconnection sub-reward r2, line usage sub-reward r3,
and residual load sub-reward r4:

r1 = −10
n1

R
(30a)

r2 = −10
n2

M
(30b)

r3 = ∑ rij,line_usage (30c)

r4 = 5
‖Pd‖1∥∥Pd,ini

∥∥
1

(30d)

where n1 denotes the total number of removing loads and n2 denotes the total number of
failure lines, while rij,line_usage denotes the utilization reward of line ei,j, defined as

rij,line_usage =

{
cos
(
(bi,j−0.8)π

0.2

)
− 1 if bi,j > 0.8

0 else

}
(31)

where bi,j denotes the utilization of the line ei,j. This is expressed as follows:

bi,j = ∑
fi,j

CLi,j
, i < j, i ∈ Λ, j ∈ Λ (32)

We calculated the average reward with a sliding average of the rewards obtained for
different episodes:

rave =
∑

epi
i=1ri

epi
, epi = 1, 2, . . . U. (33)

In a power grid and power communication network, the time delay of the power
communication network will impact the collection of data and the distribution of actions in
the power grid. In response to failures in the power grid, the load-shedding action made
by the CC will lag for some time before it takes effect. Figure 6 depicts the reward varying
with episodes under the influence of a delay in the power communication network. As can
be seen in Figure 6, the delay reduced the average reward obtained by the SAC algorithm.
At the beginning of the training process, as the agent was in the exploration phase, it took
actions that may have aggravated the cascading failures, thus reducing the average reward.
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Figure 6. Average rewards varying with increasing episodes.

When using the SAC algorithm without considering the time delay, the actions taken
by the agent take effect immediately in the exploration phase. In contrast, when considering
the time delay, the actions that may aggravate the cascading failures at the current moment
will take effect with a delay. By the time the actions take effect, they may be transformed
into actions that mitigate the cascading failures for the current power grid, which in turn
increases the average reward.

Table 5 depicts the network cascading failure scale for the IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems
after the system is stabilized by free evolution of the power grid. F in Table 5 indicates the
scale of the cascading failures. The failure scale is the ratio of the number of transmission
lines that fail in the system to the total number of transmission lines. Figures 7 and 8
show the failure scale of the IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems with the SAC algorithm for the
load-shedding action with or without considering the time delay compared to the failure
scale without taking load-shedding action.

Table 5. Failure scale caused by partial transmission line failure of IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems.

Line Number ei,j(14) F(14) ei,j(30) F(30)

1 e4,5 11 e3,4 41

2 e1,2 10 e8,28 25

3 e4,9 6 e1,3 16

4 e9,14 6 e12,16 16
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Figure 7. Relationship between initial failure line and cascading failure scale of IEEE 14 bus system
under different algorithms.
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In Figure 7, the even-numbered lines have a larger failure scale than the odd-numbered
lines with the SAC algorithm. The cause of this phenomenon is accidental. Every numbered
line has a different connection relationship limited power value. There was no regularity
for the scale of failure caused by the failure of the odd- or even-numbered lines because we
numbered the line numbers randomly. This phenomenon occurred coincidentally.
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Figure 8. Relationship between initial failure line and cascading failure scale of IEEE 30 bus system
under different algorithms.

As seen in Figures 7 and 8, for four different line failures, the SAC algorithm can
reduce the cascading failure scale from 0.55, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.3 as well as 1, 0.61, 0.39, and 0.39
to 0.2, 0.25, 0.1, and 0.25 as well as 0.2, 0.15, 0.17, and 0.27, respectively. With the network
trained by the SAC algorithm, the CC can quickly make the corresponding load-shedding
action according to the failure, and the time from the initial failure state to the stable state
was 42.86 ms. The less time it takes for the power grid system to return to the stable state,
the smaller the scale of the resulting cascading failure.

From Figures 6–8, we can conclude that the load shedding strategy based on the SAC
algorithm can obviously reduce the cascading failure scale of a power grid. The action
loses its timeliness due to the impact of the communication network delay. It is slightly less
effective at mitigating cascading failures than not considering the communication delay.

The percentage of remaining load under different initial line failures after load shed-
ding can be seen in Figure 9. The remaining load for some numbered loads was zero. This
was due to the load disconnected from the network, which was caused by line discon-
nection during the evolution of the grid. Since the network structure in the IEEE 14 bus
system is relatively simple, the grid with SAC reached a stable state after 2–3 steps of load
shedding. Therefore, the load shedding of SAC in Figure 9 is relatively small. The SAC
algorithm can retain most of the load compared with the free evolution without action.

Figure 10 depicts the transmission line utilization of the IEEE 14 bus system with the
SAC algorithm after setting different initial failure lines. As can be seen in Figure 10, most
of the line utilization in the IEEE 14 bus system was below 85% with the SAC algorithm,
avoiding highly loaded transmission lines, which can significantly alleviate the cascading
failure of the power grid.
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Figure 9. Residual load of different initial failure lines after system stabilization using the SAC
algorithm in the IEEE 14 bus system.
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Figure 10. Line utilization of different initial failure lines after system stabilization using the SAC
algorithm in the IEEE 14 bus system.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of grid cascading failures triggered by a
single transmission line failure and proposed a DRL-based SAC algorithm to mitigate grid
cascading failures, considering communication delay by load shedding. The simulation
environment was established with IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems, and the simulation process
considered the latency of a load-shedding action due to communication delay and verified
the feasibility and effectiveness of the SAC algorithm for mitigating cascading failures.
The trained network can decide on actions and give commands quickly when a specific
initial failure is encountered, reducing the scale of cascading failures. However, affected
by the information transmission delay of the power communication network, there was
a noticeable gap in the effectiveness of cascading failure mitigation compared with when
there was no delay. In future research, we will consider different control actions, such
as changing line connection relationships and node voltages, as well as simulations for
different failure types in the power grid and power communication network, such as node
failure, switch failure, and communication route blockage, to verify the effectiveness of the
algorithm for various scenarios.
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